Directions to the
Earl E. Bakken Medical Devices Center

UMN Driving Directions to Washington Ave Ramp

North and Southbound on I-35W
- Exit at University Ave./4th Street (Exit 18).
- Turn onto University Ave. and head East through campus (.6 miles)
- Turn right on 17th/Church St SE.
- At the stop sign take a left onto Pillsbury Dr. SE (becomes Harvard St. SE)
- Entrance to the ramp will be just past the stop light on the right

East and Westbound on I-94:
- Exit at Huron Boulevard (Exit 235B). Make a left turn onto Washington Ave.
- Continue on Washington Ave. and turn right onto Harvard St SE.
- Entrance to the ramp will be on the left.

Walking Directions from Washington Ave Ramp

From the Southwest Corner (use the Elevators/Stairs to decend)
- Cross Washington Ave. and enter Moos Tower
  (to Enter Moos Tower descend the steps at street level or use the tunnel from Washington Ave Ramp)
- Walk down the corridor and continue into the Phillips Wangensteen Building
- Immediately before the Freshii Restaurant turn Right into the Mayo Building (pictured above)
- Proceed ~25 paces down the Hallway and you will arrive at the Earl E. Bakken MDC.
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